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Terry Sacka Retraces The History of Money and American's Future Wealth
Terry Sacka, AAMS host of the Wealth Transfer show discusses the history of the United States dollar but
more importantly where it's going with Dr. Charles Vance.
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - Nov. 30, 2018 - PRLog -- On a recent episode of the Wealth Transfer,
Terry Sacka AAMS, founder of Cornerstone Asset Metals discussed the topic of the history and future of
money that covers such a vast wealth of knowledge that the topic was spread among five episodes.
In the first episode, Mr. Sacka and Dr. Charles Vance introduced the topic by pointing out the huge
economic changes in recent US history involving money, notably several national banks in the United
States of America having recently collapsed.
His full comments can be seen in the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzUjM5oQD8M
Mr. Sacka made the statement, "The dollar has evolved in the history of the United States and today is
under the currency standard of a Federal Reserve Note, no longer pegged to gold under the Gold Standard
of the past."
He went on to say, "Some are saying there may be a global reset that evolves the dollar into its next
currency standard. With 150 trillion in new debt, 15 trillion in new printed currency, the IMF is working on
something global. Something is coming and all world currencies may be pegged to a new one world global
currency."
About The Wealth Transfer show
A weekly television program where Terry Sacka, AAMS discusses global economics, biblical & financial
principles, and the protection and preservation of wealth & hard assets. We aim to reverse that process
through strategic education and to put "we the people" back in charge of our wealth and our future.
TV Schedule:
Uplift TV (DIRECTV) Channel 379: Mon/Thurs 9pm EST
Sky Angel TV (Satellite): Mon 10pm EST, Thurs 11pm EST
Websites:
https://www.cornerstoneassetmetals.com
http://www.wealthtransferministries.org
Watch Episodes Online:
https://www.youtube.com/TerrySackaAAMS
Social Media:
https://www.instagram.com/cornerstonemint/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/CornerstoneAssetMetals/
Media Contact
Terry Sacka, AAMS
***@cornerstoneassetmetals.com
(888) 747-3309
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